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Mastering Modifiers: A Comprehensive Grammar QCM 

for Enhancing English Proficiency 

QCM 

A QCM (Questionnaire à Choix Multiples) about the grammar concept of "modifier" could be 

designed to test knowledge of different types of modifiers, such as adjectives, adverbs, and 

phrases that function as modifiers. Here’s a sample QCM with questions and multiple choice 

answers: 

QCM: Understanding Modifiers in English Grammar 

Question 1: Which of the following sentences uses an adjective as a modifier? 

A) She quickly ran to the store. 

B) The blue sky looks clear today. 

C) They laughed loudly during the movie. 

D) He carefully placed the vase on the shelf. 

Answer: B) The blue sky looks clear today. 

Question 2: Identify the adverbial modifier in this sentence: "He drives extremely carefully." 

A) He drives 

B) extremely 

C) carefully 

D) extremely carefully 

Answer: D) extremely carefully 

Question 3: In the sentence "The cat sleeping on the sofa is mine," what type of modifier is 

"sleeping on the sofa"? 

A) Adjective phrase 

B) Adverbial phrase 

C) Participial phrase 

D) Prepositional phrase 

Answer: C) Participial phrase 

Question 4: Which sentence does NOT contain a modifier? 

A) Quickly, she packed her bags. 
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B) The water was incredibly cold. 

C) He somewhat understood the instructions. 

D) They met yesterday. 

 

Answer: D) They met yesterday. 

 

Question 5: What function does the modifier serve in the sentence "The man with glasses 

helped us"? 

A) It describes when the action occurred. 

B) It describes where the action occurred. 

C) It describes which man is being referred to. 

D) It describes how the action was performed. 

Answer: C) It describes which man is being referred to. 

Question 6: Which of the following is an example of a noun phrase acting as a modifier? A) 

She quickly adjusted her bright red scarf. B) The laughing children were playing in the park. 

C) He bought a coffee maker. D) They were happily singing. 

Answer: C) He bought a coffee maker. 

Question 7: Identify the adverb modifying another adverb in the sentence: "She sings very 

beautifully." A) She B) sings C) very D) beautifully 

Answer: C) very 

Question 8: Which choice contains a prepositional phrase used as a modifier? A) Before 

dinner, we played cards. B) The loudly barking dog kept us awake. C) He jumped high. D) She 

is extremely nice. 

Answer: A) Before dinner, we played cards. 

Question 9: In the sentence "The book on the table is mine," what type of modifier is "on the 

table"? A) Adjective phrase B) Adverbial phrase C) Participial phrase D) Prepositional 

phrase 

Answer: D) Prepositional phrase 

Question 10: Which sentence uses a misplaced modifier? A) Excitedly jumping around, the 

puppy greeted its owner. B) He saw a deer driving home from work. C) She only eats 

vegetables. D) Walking through the park, I enjoyed the fresh air. 

Answer: B) He saw a deer driving home from work. 

Question 11: What type of modifier is used in the sentence: "The artist, known for his abstract 

paintings, won an award"? A) Appositive B) Adjective C) Adverb D) Participial 
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Answer: A) Appositive 

Question 12: Identify the modifier that changes the meaning of the verb in this sentence: 

"They almost won the game." A) They B) almost C) won D) the game 

Answer: B) almost 

Question 13: Which sentence correctly uses a modifier? A) Quickly running, he caught the 

bus. B) He only eats chocolate. C) She was almost late to work every day. D) An expert in his 

field, his advice was invaluable. 

Answer: A) Quickly running, he caught the bus. 

Question 14: Identify the sentence that uses a dangling modifier. A) To win the prize, all 

entries must be submitted by Friday. B) Walking to the store, the rain started to fall. C) She 

was too tired to finish the movie. D) He bought her a ring, which she proudly wore. 

Answer: B) Walking to the store, the rain started to fall. 

Question 15: What type of modifier is "with a heavy heart" in the sentence: "With a heavy 

heart, she said goodbye"? A) Adjective phrase B) Adverbial phrase C) Participial phrase D) 

Prepositional phrase 

Answer: D) Prepositional phrase 

Question 16: Which sentence features an infinitive phrase as a modifier? A) To improve her 

skills, she practices daily. B) The dog barking loudly is annoying. C) They arrived before 

sunset. D) The red book is hers. 

Answer: A) To improve her skills, she practices daily. 

Question 17: In the sentence "The running water was cold," what type of modifier is 

"running"? A) Adjective B) Adverb C) Gerund D) Participial 

Answer: D) Participial 

Question 18: Which choice shows a modifier providing unnecessary information? A) The pilot, 

an experienced flyer, landed the plane safely. B) He was driving a car that is blue. C) She 

adopted a kitten that was very young. D) They visited Canada, which is north of the USA. 

Answer: D) They visited Canada, which is north of the USA. 

Question 19: Identify the sentence that uses an absolute phrase as a modifier. A) Her arms 

folded, she waited impatiently. B) He was running faster than ever. C) The car, although old, 

is still reliable. D) They are going to the park tomorrow. 

Answer: A) Her arms folded, she waited impatiently. 

Activity 5.2: Complete the Sentence with Modifiers 

Instructions: Choose the most fitting modifier from the list provided for each sentence to 

best complete the thought. 

Sentence 1: The _______ report highlighted the company's recent achievements. 

• Modifiers: annual, comprehensive, detailed, quarterly 
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Sentence 2: The team worked _______ to meet the project deadline. 

• Modifiers: efficiently, tirelessly, diligently, slowly 

Sentence 3: Our new product is _______ than the previous version. 

• Modifiers: faster, better, more innovative, slower 

Sentence 4: The CEO was _______ pleased with the team's performance. 

• Modifiers: extremely, moderately, slightly, very 

Sentence 5: We need to allocate resources _______ to ensure project success. 

• Modifiers: carefully, thoughtfully, haphazardly, randomly 

Answers 

• Sentence 1: The annual report highlighted the company's recent achievements. 

(Other options like comprehensive or detailed could also fit depending on context.) 

• Sentence 2: The team worked tirelessly to meet the project deadline. (Efficiently or 

diligently could also be correct based on the desired emphasis.) 

• Sentence 3: Our new product is more innovative than the previous version. (Faster 

or better might also work depending on what aspect of improvement is being 

highlighted.) 

• Sentence 4: The CEO was extremely pleased with the team's performance. (Very 

could also be a suitable choice here.) 

• Sentence 5: We need to allocate resources carefully to ensure project success. 

(Thoughtfully could also be an appropriate choice, while haphazardly and randomly 

would generally suggest a negative outcome.) 

 

Activity 5.3: Enhance the Sentence with Modifiers 

Instructions: 

Choose the most appropriate modifier from the list provided for each sentence to best 

complete and enhance the statement. 

Sentence 1: The presentation was _______ received by the audience. 

Modifiers: warmly, coldly, indifferently, enthusiastically 

Sentence 2: She navigated the negotiations _______ despite numerous challenges. 

 

Modifiers: skillfully, awkwardly, hesitantly, aggressively 

Sentence 3: The machine operates _______ at higher temperatures. 
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Modifiers: less efficiently, more effectively, unpredictably, steadily 

Sentence 4: Traffic moved _______ through the city during the festival. 

Modifiers: slowly, swiftly, erratically, smoothly 

Sentence 5: His explanation was _______ complex, leaving some confused. 

Modifiers: overly, somewhat, hardly, perfectly 

Activity 5.4: Select the Best Modifier 

Instructions: 

Fill in the blank with the most effective modifier from the choices given to best complete 

each sentence. 

Sentence 1: The manager spoke _______ about the upcoming changes. 

Modifiers: vaguely, explicitly, confidentially, excitedly 

Sentence 2: The flowers in the garden grew _______ this spring. 

Modifiers: abundantly, sparingly, barely, wildly 

Sentence 3: Their financial report was _______ accurate. 

Modifiers: remarkably, somewhat, barely, questionably 

Sentence 4: The athlete performed _______ under pressure. 

 

Modifiers: poorly, impressively, normally, inconsistently 

Sentence 5: She responded to the news _______. 

 

Modifiers: joyously, neutrally, skeptically, dismissively 

Activity 5.5: Modify the Mood 

Instructions: 

Select a modifier that best suits the mood or tone intended for each sentence. 

 

Sentence 1: The team felt _______ optimistic about the new project. 

 

Modifiers: cautiously, wildly, unduly, reasonably 

Sentence 2: He adjusted the device _______ to improve its accuracy. 

 

Modifiers: slightly, significantly, minimally, aggressively 
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Sentence 3: They were _______ late to the meeting. 

Modifiers: nearly, extremely, slightly, always 

Sentence 4: The documentary was _______ enlightening. 

Modifiers: somewhat, profoundly, mildly, barely 

Sentence 5: The weather turned _______ colder overnight. 

Modifiers: dramatically, slightly, barely, noticeably 

Activity 5.6: Expressive Modifiers 

Instructions: 

Choose a modifier that best expresses the intensity or degree in each sentence. 

Sentence 1: The novel was _______ interesting to keep her engaged. 

Modifiers: too, enough, not, very 

Sentence 2: The feedback provided was _______ helpful. 

Modifiers: extremely, not very, quite, rarely 

Sentence 3: The project timeline is _______ tight. 

Modifiers: somewhat, incredibly, barely, not 

Sentence 4: He is _______ known in the industry. 

Modifiers: well, little, barely, widely 

Sentence 5: Their response was _______ quick. 

Modifiers: unusually, expectedly, barely, somewhat 

Activity 5.7: Precision in Language 

Instructions: 

Insert the most precise modifier to clearly convey the intended message in each sentence. 

Sentence 1: The instructions were _______ unclear. 

Modifiers: somewhat, completely, not, rarely 

Sentence 2: She completed the task _______ efficiently. 

Modifiers: extremely, not, somewhat, less 

Sentence 3: The historical facts were _______ distorted. 

Modifiers: grossly, slightly, not, clearly 

Sentence 4: The room was _______ decorated for the celebration. 

Modifiers: lavishly, poorly, minimally, not 
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Sentence 5: His argument was _______ convincing. 

Modifiers: barely, highly, not, somewhat 

Activity 5.3: Enhance the Sentence with Modifiers 

Sentence 1: The presentation was enthusiastically received by the audience. Sentence 2: She 

navigated the negotiations skillfully despite numerous challenges. Sentence 3: The machine 

operates less efficiently at higher temperatures. Sentence 4: Traffic moved slowly through 

the city during the festival. Sentence 5: His explanation was overly complex, leaving some 

confused. 

Activity 5.4: Select the Best Modifier 

Sentence 1: The manager spoke vaguely about the upcoming changes. Sentence 2: The 

flowers in the garden grew abundantly this spring. Sentence 3: Their financial report was 

remarkably accurate. Sentence 4: The athlete performed impressively under pressure. 

Sentence 5: She responded to the news skeptically. 

Activity 5.5: Modify the Mood 

Sentence 1: The team felt cautiously optimistic about the new project. Sentence 2: He 

adjusted the device slightly to improve its accuracy. Sentence 3: They were slightly late to 

the meeting. Sentence 4: The documentary was profoundly enlightening. Sentence 5: The 

weather turned noticeably colder overnight. 

Activity 5.6: Expressive Modifiers 

Sentence 1: The novel was not interesting enough to keep her engaged. Sentence 2: The 

feedback provided was extremely helpful. Sentence 3: The project timeline is incredibly 

tight. Sentence 4: He is widely known in the industry. Sentence 5: Their response was 

unusually quick. 

Activity 5.7: Precision in Language 

Sentence 1: The instructions were somewhat unclear.  

Sentence 2: She completed the task extremely efficiently.  

Sentence 3: The historical facts were grossly distorted.  

Sentence 4: The room was lavishly decorated for the celebration.  

Sentence 5: His argument was highly convincing. 

 

 


